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Edito

Our monthly round-the-world tour covering the hottest retail 

topics. More than ever brands are rolling-out ingenious 

innovations to smooth shoppers’ experience in-store and online.  

Despite these investments in innovation, sustainability remains a 

great concern for brands acting towards it in creative ways.  

 

h/commerce, Havas group consulting offer dedicated to retail, 

follows and shares with you the most striking evolutions in the 

global retail industry.h/commerce’s monthly Newsletter gives you 

an in-depth look into the retail ecosystem to decipher new 

trends: store check, data, strategies analysis, innovations. 

This Newsletter is part of a collection of thematic reports that 

aims at providing keys to understand new trends and retailers 

strategies.
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1/ 
FIGURES OF  
THE MONTH



FIRST, LET’S HAVE A LOOK ON AMAZON REVENUE IN 2020 
An overview of Amazon revenue in 2020

https://www.modernretail.co/platforms/why-mom-and-pop-stores-are-central-to-amazons-india-strategy/ 

 2020. Record Revenue of $386 billion. 

With a turnover of  
386 billion in 2020,  
Amazon is close to 
Walmart 2020 revenue 
reaching 525 billion. 
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https://www.modernretail.co/platforms/why-mom-and-pop-stores-are-central-to-amazons-india-strategy/ 

More than 50% of 
revenues are coming from 
the retail business.  

20% are coming from the 
marketplace activity  

AWS represents 12% of 
revenue. 

FIRST, LET’S HAVE A LOOK ON AMAZON REVENUE IN 2020 
A strong core business but many other business segments 
are fueling the company’s growing revenues



THEN, SOME FIGURES ARE INDICATING A APP SURGE  
In 2021, consumers are spending more time than ever in 
apps

According to App Annie, in 2021 (Q1) the global average time spent on 

apps was 4.2 hours a day, up to 30% compared to two years prior.  

The biggest surge is in India with 80% more time spent in apps in 2021 

than in 2019.  

In the US, Turkey, Mexico and India, daily time spent in app passed 4 

hours.  

In Brazil, South Korea and Indonesia, it was more than five hours. 

We notice a strong regional variation in this apps rank.  

We can see a special interest in messaging apps in Western countries: 

Signal and Telegram.  

Then a rise of investment and finance apps is also significant: Upbit, 

Binance, K Bank, Paypay. 

https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/q1-2021-market-index



FINALLY, NUMBERS SHOW VERY DEMANDING GENZERS  
The new generation teach us how fundamental is digital 
experience 

83% 3/4
Of Gen Zers said they 
consider online shopping 
as an experience rather 
than a transaction

Are want ing new and 
exciting experiences when 
they shop online

of Gen Zers said they're more 

willing to try new brands online 

than before the pandemic55%

71%
of respondents want the 
e x p e r i e n c e t o b e 
personalized

76%
said their favorite brands 
should reward them for 
their business

Advanis, survey from March 31 to April 2021: 

7https://www.retaildive.com/news/brands-could-lose-fickle-gen-zers-over-poor-digital-experiences-survey-fin/598557/?utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Issue:
%202021-04-19%20Retail%20Dive%20Newsletter%20%5Bissue:33692%5D&utm_term=Retail%20Dive



FINALLY, NUMBERS SHOW VERY DEMANDING GENZERS  
Convenience first! 

80%
Of Gen Zers said retailers 
that can deliver in fewer 
than 24 hours are more 
appealing

46%
W a n t w e b s i t e s t h a t 
remember users' shopping 
preferences

37%
said free delivery was the 
m o s t i m p o r t a n t 
consideration for shopping 
online

53%
O f t h e m a l s o w a n t 
websites that work well on 
mobile devices

43%
Are looking for websites 
that offer personalized 
suggestions on products

Advanis, survey from March 31 to April 2021: 

7https://www.retaildive.com/news/brands-could-lose-fickle-gen-zers-over-poor-digital-experiences-survey-fin/598557/?utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Issue:%202021-04-19%20Retail%20Dive%20Newsletter%20%5Bissue:33692%5D&utm_term=Retail%20Dive



2/ ADS  
OF THE MONTH



DECATHLON UK - BREAKAWAY  
The launch of the first eCycling team for prisoners 
to connect them with the outside world 



PROCTER & GAMBLE US - WIDEN THE SCREEN 
Stories of daily life as an invitation to approach black 
people without prejudices



WALMART US - FEEDING MORE THAN HUNGER 
A storytelling highlighting Walmart’s commitment against 
hunger 



IKEA CANADA - OUT LITTLE WORLD  
A film making a parallel between a peaceful and utopian 
world and a personalized home 



ALDI UK - I LIKE IT LIKE THAT 
A pop atmosphere to highlight Aldi’s assets for easter 



3/ 
NEWS FROM 
LEADERS



https://www.modernretail.co/platforms/why-mom-and-pop-stores-are-central-to-amazons-india-strategy/ 

News  
from Amazon 

Amazon bought Perpule, an Indian start-up 
digitizing Mom and Pop stores in the country.  

This company helps neighborhood stores, called 
Kirana in India, to move their catalogs online and 
implement contactless checkout.    
This new acquisition takes part in a broader 
Amazon’s strategy to digitize local shops. With this 
in mind, the company already launched in June 
2020 ‘Smart stores’, an initiative aiming to bring 
brick and mortar local shops into Amazon in India.  
Amazon is the second largest retailer in India right 
after Walmart (Flipkart). As mom and pop stores in 
India represent 85% of the retail market - whereas 
it’s only reaching 15% in the US - kirana stores are 
great tool for Amazon to enhance the efficiency of 
its fulfillment and of course intensify its presence in 
India.  

Source: Getty 

The giant has entered the hairstyling industry.  

According to the retailer, “Amazon’s new hair salon 

will be a place where customers can experience some 

of the leading technology, products, and services in 

hair care and styling.” 

Customers will be able to use AR to test a variety of 

hair colors. Shelves will feature QR codes enabling 

customers to buy products and get them delivered. 

Finally, products information will appear on a display 

screen. 

The strength of this new user experience provided by 

Amazon is strongly relying on cutting-edge 

technologies. 



News  
from Walmart 

Walmart announced it would invest in Cruise, a company from 
General Motor Co.  

Cruise is an autonomous vehicles’ brand using all-electric technology. 
Following a pilot program that took place in Arizona last year, John 
Furner, Walmart CEO in the US, said: “As delivery has become a 
staple in our customers’ lives, we’re focused on growing our last mile 
ecosystem in a way that’s beneficial for everyone”. The aim of this 
investment for the company is to improve delivery service and 
combat climate change.  

These investments in last mile delivery technologies show how 
important fulfillment is getting. 

https://retailtouchpoints.com/features/news-briefs/target-walmart-make-investments-to-enhance-last-mile-delivery

https://www.industryweek.com/technology-and-iiot/automation/article/21161619/walmart-invests-in-cruise-autonomous-vehicles-for-delivery



4/ 
GLOBAL RETAIL 
NEWS & STORIES



RETAILERS GET CLOSER 
TO THEIR CUSTOMERS 



LIDL Sweden launched a supermarket ASMR 
playlist on Spotify to cheer its customers up 

https://www.adsoftheworld.com/media/audio/lidl_lidl_supermarket_asmr

All along the pandemic, people have been imposed to stay at 

home to contain the virus spread.  

It has been quite hard for some of us to maintain social bound 

and to enjoy life as usual. Unfortunately, this self-isolation 

brought many depressions and a widespread anxiety. 

Lidl lean on this insight to launch a peculiar playlist: ASMR 

sounds from supermarkets.  

They considered ASMR - made of sounds from supermarket - as 

a relevant way for people to release anxiety and to reconnect 

with social life.  

The playlist of ‘soothing’ in-store ASMR sounds has been 

released on Spotify. Wa can hear, as announced by titles: 

“Blipping groceries”, “Shopping cart right to left” and even 

“Filling up the fridge”. 

Waiting for more freedom, people can patiently look to the 

future with ASMR from real life. 



For its brick & mortar customers Foot Locker offers 

digital payment.  

The company deploys the FreedomPay platform across its 

2000 stores in the US. Digital payments app like PayPal or 

Venmo fit with the FreedomPay platform.  

Thanks to this new system, shoppers will be able to pay via 

contactless payment methods and digital wallets on their 

own devices.  

By addressing consumers needs, Foot locker provides its 

customers with a seamless in-store experience.    

Lidl Germany just launched a new mobile payment 

service inside its loyalty app Lidl Plus. Going through the 

checkout, it allows shoppers to pay directly from their 

smartphones and to present their discount coupons. The 

app is linked to their current account.  

Once the checkout is done, Lidl Pay users must confirm 

the payment on their App by scanning a QR code with 

their smartphone. 

In Spain and in Poland, this payment solution is already 

available.  

Retailers are making progress in digital payment 
solutions to offer a smooth in-store experience 

Source: Retail Touch Points Source: Unsplash

https://www.retaildetail.eu/en/news/food/lidl-accelerates-roll-out-payment-app

https://chainstoreage.com/foot-locker-kicks-store-omnichannel-payments

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2021/04/23/lidl-launches-lidl-pay-mobile-payments-service-in-loyalty-app/



In Ireland, Lidl offers a world premiere service to its 

female customers: free menstrual products. This new 

initiative from the retailer takes part in the global 

commitment towards periods’ poverty.  

To get these products, eligible women in Ireland will be 

given a coupon to pick their free pads and tampons every 

months. Women can register with their phone number 

directly on the Lidl app to receive their coupons.  

The company will also make a donation of menstrual 

products to homeless charities. It is a way to help people 

without smartphones to access the offer.  

LIDL Ireland, the first major retailer to offer free 
menstrual products to combat periods’ poverty

https://edition.cnn.com/2021/04/20/business/lidl-ireland-period-products-intl-scli/index.html



LVMH teams up with Prada and Cartier to create Aura 

Blockchain consortium.  

The three competitors are joining forces to form a new 

blockchain-powered anti-counterfeit group.  

This platform, thanks to a digital certificate, will give  

customers access to a certificate of authenticity and their 

luxury item’s history. The item will be given a unique 

identifier, like a serial number, which will be linked to the 

certificate on the blockchain. The aim is to provide 

customer with transparency and traceability but also to 

insure an umbreachable level of security for both luxury 

brands and consumers.  

LVMH partners with Cartier and Prada to create 
Aurora Blockchain Consortium 

Source: Unsplash



FAST GROWING DELIVERY 
SERVICES



Domino’s is testing autonomous delivery 

Domino’s, the largest pizza retailer, is currently testing 

an autonomous delivery at one of its store in Houston.  

Some lucky customers, among those who placed a 

prepaid order to the participating store’s website, will have 

the opportunity to be delivered by R2. Nuro self-driving R2 

is a kind of a robotic vehicle.  

The selected customers for the test will receive a sms 

notifying them of the delivery and then they will be able to 

follow R2 location via GPS on their order’s page.  

When the vehicle has arrived, customers have a personal 

PIN to enter in a touchscreen. Once done, a little door 

opens up and they can take their pizza.   

The pizza retailer is clearly trying to improve its last 

kilometer strategy.

https://chainstoreage.com/dominos-testing-pizza-delivery-self-driving-robot-car-houston

https://www.theverge.com/2021/4/12/22379853/nuro-self-driving-robot-delivery-dominos-pizza-houston

Source: The Verge



In Belgium, Decathlon, the sport items retailer, partners 

with City Depot to deliver customers with cargo bike in 

six cities of the country: Gand, Malines, Anvers, Louvain, 

Hasselt and Liège. The service should be rolled out in 

other cities of the country very soon: Bruxelles, Charleroi, 

Mons, Roulers et Namur. The aim is to accelerate 

sustainable deliveries in cities as Ecommerce represent 

25% of total sales. According to Decathlon Belgium, it is 

the first time such an offer is provided in a market where 

sustainability isn’t a priority.  

Thanks to this partnership, Decathlon is able to send its 

products from its central warehouse to Citydepot own 

warehouses from which they deliver customers for 

products under 30kg.  

Decathlon and CityDepot team up to offer 
sustainable deliveries in Belgium

https://www.retaildetail.be/fr/news/général/decathlon-sassocie-à-citydepot-pour-des-livraisons-durables-en-ville

Source: Becircular Bruxelles 



Ever more deliveries’ options for supermarkets 

Aldi is planning to launch deliveries in Spain and 

Portugal. To test the project Aldi partners with Glovo 

to deliver customers from Barcelona and Lisbon. These 

customers can order their groceries on the app and get 

delivered within 30 minutes at home. There is a large 

range of products but the aim is to gradually  broaden the 

offer.  

Over time, the offer should be expanded to more cities in 

both countries.  

Aldi seems to focus even more on an omnichannel  

strategy and last kilometer delivery solutions. 

Deliveroo and Carrefour are partnering to deliver 

European customers. The offer is already operational in 

Belgium, Italy, France and Spain. This partnership is going 

to expand the groceries delivery service. In France, 

Parisian customers already have access to the offer, and it 

will soon be broadened to other cities of the country. 

Then, in Belgium, after Brussel and Liege, the offer will be 

available in Anvers (April) and Gand (May). In Italy the 

service is already operational in 50 cities.  

www.retaildetail.be/fr/news/food/aldi-teste-la-livraison-à-domicile-en-espagne-et-au-portugal


https://www.retaildetail.be/fr/news/food/carrefour-élargit-son-partenariat-avec-deliveroo

Source: Unsplash Source: Unsplash



SUSTAINABILITY AT THE HEART 
OF ALL CONCERNS



Lego launched ‘Green Instructions’ to teach polish 
kids how to become eco-friendly

Poland is apparently the country with the most polluted air in 

Europe. Recently children have been protesting  in the country 

to learn more about the environment. Waiting for the 

government to take some measures towards climate change, 

Lego decided to take a stand.  

The brand offers to children the possibility to educate 

themselves by rebuilding existing LEGO sets. To do so, 

additional instructions called ’Green Instructions’ are proposed 

and allow them to transform their initial item into another one. 

For example, they can turn planes into electric trains, cars into 

bicycles, coal mines into electricity generating windmills.  

In addition, the company also released video lessons to allow 

teachers to educate their pupils about the subject of climate 

change. As a result, it reached around 700 schools. 

https://www.adsoftheworld.com/media/experiential/lego_green_instructions



Nike introduced its new program  
‘Nike Refurbished’ 

Nike launched a new circular consumer offering called 

‘Nike Refurbished’.  

It will consist in reselling returned shoes at discount prices.  

After shoppers returned pairs of shoes, items are 

inspected and refurbished. Then Nike Refurbished sorts 

the eligible ones into different categories: like new (worn 

one or twice only), gently worn (worn a bit more), 

cosmetically flawed (a little scratch is possible). Concerning 

ineligible products, they are donated via partners or even 

recycled thanks to Nike Grind Program.   

The offer is now available in 15 US stores.  

Customers can find the type of shoes and their condition 

grade written on the box, and even scan a QR code to get 

more information about ‘Nike Move to Zero’ climate 

commitment. 

https://news.nike.com/news/nike-refurbished-circularity-model

https://chainstoreage.com/nike-steps-refurbished-footwear-market

Source: Nike Website



M&S reaffirms its commitment to British farmers 

M&S is deploying a four-month campaign showcasing 

selected farmers.  

The aim of this ‘Fresh Market Update’ consumer campaign is 

first and foremost to highlight its select farms quality 

standards. 

On its website the brand describes what select Farms quality 

means: ‘M&S only works with farmers, growers and producers 

it knows and trusts to source its products with care - whether 

that’s the highest animal welfare standards or protecting the 

natural environment’.  

To reaffirm its commitment M&S also launched an «  industry-

leading bee programme - introducing over 30 million bees to 

its Select Farms to boost pollination, improve product quality 

and produce delicious British honey for its customers  » and 

decided to «  raise the bar even further to offer more RSPCA 

Assured products than any other retailer ».  

To support these projects, 19 ads will run across the four-

month campaign and each week M&S will introduce the 

audience to a new farmer. In each video selected farmers will 

explain how they work to deliver quality to final consumers.  

This campaign is a clear manifestation of the brand’s 

commitment and transparency. 

Source: M&S Youtube Channel

https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2021/04/retail-gazette-loves-mss-new-campaign-spotlighting-sustainable-farmers/

https://corporate.marksandspencer.com/media/press-releases/5ff7017fc6fe1bc26cb21d12/m-and-s-backs-british-farming-with-new-campaign-to-spotlight-its-
pioneering-select-farms-quality-standards



IKEA partners with Mud Jeans to offer sustainable 
sofa covers 

Ikea will offer the new couch cover ‘Klippan’ 40% made 

from upcycled jeans  

The home furnitures giant is clearly sticking to its plan  to 

make its business model more sustainable. Its current 

partnership with Mud Jeans, a circular denim label from 

Netherlands, illustrates it quite well.  

The two brands collaborate to make a special cover made 

of 40% post-consumer recycled denim. We can even see 

pockets on the side.  

The cover comes in a limited offer in 9 European countries: 

Netherlands, Germany, the U.K., Ireland, Austria, 

Switzerland, Belgium, France and Italy.  

According to Piotr Jakubiak, leader at new business and 

innovation deployment at Ikea of Sweden: “By offering 

new sofa covers made from recycled materials, we can 

help customers to renew their sofa and reuse materials”.  

This new operation answers to the company’s 2030 

sustainability goals. 

Source: IKEA

https://www.retaildetail.be/fr/news/maison-déco/mud-jeans-fournit-de-vieux-jeans-pour-produire-des-housses-de-canapés-ikea


https://sourcingjournal.com/denim/denim-brands/mud-jeans-ikea-upcycled-denim-jeans-klippan-sofa-cover-273915/







h/commerce continuously 
monitors markets, anticipates 
changes in future behaviors and 
identifies insights that impact retail: 
thematic dossiers. 

workshop

How the world’s largest retailer turned to a click 

& mortar model to fight back against Amazon.

May 2021

June 2021

The Voice  

Revolution



Email us to discover our 2021 
catalogue that presents our services, 
from consulting services, seminars, 
to social media support…



commerce
Contact: hcommerce@havas.com 


